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THE BERGMAN KERNEL FUNCTION AND 
ASSOCIATED INVARIANTS NEAR STRONGLY 

PSEUDOCONVEX BOUNDARY POINTS

Sunhong Lee

Abstract We study the asymptotic boundary behavior of the 

Bergman kernel function on the diagonal, the Bergman metric 

and the holomorphic sectional curvatures of the Bergman metric 

m bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains

1. Introduction

The asymptotic boundary behavior of the Bergman kernel function 
on the diagonal, the Bergman metric and the holomorphic sectional 
curvatures of the Bergman metric have been studied by many ex
perts. In this paper, we obtain those asymptotic boundary behavior 
for bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains by the scaling method. 
Originally, those results were found by Hormander [9], Diederich [4, 5], 
Kim and Yu [1이

Let G be a bounded domain in Cn and let dp the standard volume 
form of Cn. Consider the space

祁(G)二二｛/ G —> C f is holomorphic, \ f\2 dp. < oo

which is usually called the Bergman space Since it is a separable 
Hilbert space with respect to the I? norm, we may choose an orthonor
mal basis ｛#j｝異！ Then the Bergman kernel function Kg ' Gx G C
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can be represented by
oo

Kg（z,〈）：= P）⑵ 0（〈）•

J=1

Then the Bergman metrzc of G is given by
n

ds%（z; *, .） = £ 9aB（z） dz。® dzp

where
、 3 시 ogX（z, 万）

z ■- —dzadzp —■
One of the important features of this metric is that it is one of the 
invariant metrics, m the sense that every biholomorphic mapping be
comes an isometry. It is also obvious that this metric is Kahlerian.

The holomorphic （sectional） curvature 7? at in the direction g is 
given by

&国（?）• FW溼'

［纭（z） •泌］2

where
R_ = 泌g伍，験听血而

_ dzkdzl 9 dzk dzl '
He© we have employed the so-called summation convention. More
over, g回 represents the entry of the inverse matrix of（9由）

The asymptotic boundary behavior of these quantities was first an
alyzed by Bergman [2, 3]. There, he investigated the kernel and the 
metric for rather special domains. The celebrated asymptotic expan
sion formula of Bergman kernel function fo호 strongly pseudoconvex 
domains was obtained by Fefferman [6]. For the results on strongly 
pseudoconvex domains, see Hormander [9], Diederich [4, 5], Klembeck 
[11], and othe호s

2. Main results

In this section, we present the main results.
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Let a domain G m Cn have C2 boundary and let p be a C2 defining 
function. Let p e dG. An n-tuple w — (wi,..., wn) of complex 
numbers is called a complex tangent vector to dG at p if

Tl r\
凹=0.

J=1 J
The collection of all complex vector to dG at p is called the complex 
tangent space to dG at p and is denoted by T終3G、). The quadratic 
expression C 浮p 

知(叫피 = £ 汉 監 3) 迪煦, w&cn

of p at p is called the complex Hessian or the Levi form of p at p Let 
be a neighborhood of G. We say that dG is strongly pseudoconvex 

at p if
n 浮n

R 土 3)凹術:〉0, Vw^Oe T^(dG).
佔=\。勺。2儒

A domain is called strongly (Levi) pseudocon히ex if all its boundary 
points are strongly pseudoconvex.

Lemma 1 (Lee [12]). Let G 으(C" be a domain with C2 boundary 
Let p E dG Let 有 and p be C2 defining functions for G. Suppose 
that = II V/)(p)|| Then, for every E T^(dG), we have that

L 皿 —刀球(&$)，

Lemma 1 implies that the positive definite hermitian form Lqq^p on 
the complex tangent space 7^(5G), defined by Lqg.p = || Vp(p)||-1Z/p)p, 
is independent of any defining function p at p € dG; Z倍g,화 is called 
the Levi form of dG at p E dG Some authors ([1], [8], [13]) use the 
normalization condition \\^zp(p)\\ — 1. In such a case, we have that

膈心(&& =；孩盘&&, gc球(3G),
匕

since
▽河) = I 쓰® - C씂 (p)，. . •，斜) -、/二쁪㈤) •
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Definition 1. By a stream approaching p in G we mean a C2 
curve q: (0,时 一> G satisfying hm^o q(t) = P-

Now we have the following results:

Theorem 1. Let G be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain 
in Cn with C2 boundary. Let Kg> ds% and Rq be the Bergman kernel 
function} the Bergman metric and the holomorphic curvature of the 
Bergman metric for G, respectively. Let p G dG and q(t) an stream
in G} approaching p. For g C Cn, let &v,p(t) an(^ Cr,p(t)be the normal 
and tangential components of with respect to respectively.
Then we have that

(1)

KG0(t),g(t))〜
n+l

■ det (Lac 1P(t)),

ds%(q(、t)；&E) ~ (n + 1)
() 2 Z©G,p(t)(S,p(t),&,p(t))

4 
n + 1丘G(Q(t)；W) ~ -

Here 〜B(t) means that lim^0 舞} — 1

The others of this paper is devoted to the proof of the theorem.

3。Minimum Integrals

In this section, we summarize the minimum integrals Let G be a 
bounded domain in Cn. Let z e G, and let g — (&, .…，玲)€ TZG 二二 
Cn be a nonzero vector. We consider the minimum integrals:
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n

，甲（2代）=inf

瑁(2)= inf {L |f |2 如：/ £ 火游!), f(z) = 1},

< Jg 纫 j e 雄G),/(Z)= 0, £&若(z) = 1 > ,

J=1

/我Z； g) = inf {/ |/|2 d/j, . f E 火2(G), f(z) = 0,

再

3祈

We write down some basic properties of the minimum integrals:

(a) Let Q be a bounded domain m C羿 with z € Q U G. Then by 
the definitions of the minimum integrals we can see that

lS(z) M 來(z), and 玲(z; z = l,2.

Then we have the following mild modification from [14], [10]:

Proposition L Let {GJ異上 be a sequence of bounded domains 
in Cn that converges to a convex bounded domain G C Cn in such a 
way that there exists a common interior point q of G and G3 for all j 
and such that for every e > 0 there exists satisfying

(Kd)uG-guQ + g-g),

where G — q denotes the affine translation by ~q of the set G m Cn. 
Then for every nonzero vector g € 7»(G) = Cn,

hm Iq3 (q) Io(q), lim 厅(g,& T 炊(0人;= 1,2.
J—>OQ JT8

(b) We can study the Bergman kernel, Bergman metric, and its 
curvature with the minimum integrals*
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Proposition 2 (Bergman [2], Fuchs [7]). Let z,^,G be as above. 
Then

Kg(z, z)=商衫路(z; e, e)=藏M)，

R (頌(次))2

(c) We may localize the minimum integrals:

Proposition 3 (Kim-Yu [1이) . Let G be a bounded strongly pseu
doconvex domain in Cn. Let p e dG. Let U be a neighborhood of p. 
Then, we have

蚌슈우으 = L 2 丄 2.

4. The Scaling Method

Let G be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain in Cn with C2 
boundary. Let p be a boundary point of G. Let q[t) be an approaching 
stream to p in G、In this section, we demonstrate a construction of 
a biholomorphic mapping of a local domain Q = G A B(p; r) onto a 
perturbation of the unit ball in Cn, where B(p; r) is the ball of radius 
r centered at p for some positive constant r.

Definition 2. We call an approaching stream q(t) to p is radial 
if q(t) lies m the inward normal real line to the real complex tangent 
space Tp(dG) at p.

Proposition 4. There are some positive constants C, r and e, and 
a biholomorphic mapping 屮 of Q ~ G A B(p; r) such that for Q < 
d(q(*)) < € 

||W(g(t))||=O(d(g(t)))
and

(2) B(O;J1 C^(Q)CB 0; Vl + Cv^W L 

where d(q(t)) = dist(g(t), dG). We may choose the constants C, r and 
e uniformly for every p E dG.
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Proof. Let p be a C2 defining function of G with ||Vp(2)|| = 1 for 
z C dG. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the stream 
q(t) is radial.

Using a rotation and a unitary transformation, we may assume that 
p — 0 (0 — (0,..., 0) the origin), Vp(0) = (1,0,…,0), and

心) = 2Re (g 爲(°)句 + 建으*牛热

+ E 侖+에세 2)

= 晶 (。시

了1 分2
+ 員京(°)2必 + 에어 + 助|2)

where zf = (0, z2, . , zn) and where

(0 丄 0,. .50,l)

are the eigenvectors for (房氣(。))*=2 And we may assume that 

q(t) =

0 < t < 6 for some positive constant e.
Define V: Cn —> Cn by

卩(z) = "1 + 瓦 言z "(이勺가:, 22, Z3, . . , zj ■

The inverse function theorem says that V is biholomorphic on a neigh
borhood of B(0; r) for some r > 0. Then V maps q(t) to y(Q(i))= 
(—f+5i2, 0,. , 0) where b =蒙赢(0). The defining function becomes

poy-x(w) = Re 幻 1 + £ 万으£=(0)w网 +o(||w1|| + llw'll2).
J=2 3 3
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Define £: Cn -4 Cra by
£(w) = " eg、…，如如)

where a3 — J有흐歸The map £ fixes V(g(t)), and the defining 
function becomes

p o W' o £-1(?z) = Reiix + |쎄2 _|-------卜 시2 + o(|如 + ||^||2).

Let 5 be a linear map from Cn onto Cn, defined by
~ \ /I 1 1 \
S(“)=("矿""-昴％ •…：如卒”孔丿•

Then S maps (£ o V)(q(t)) to (—1 + bt. 0, .., 0), and the defining 
function becomes
(poy-1o£_1o5-1)(z;) = 히:Re 如 +1쎄 J---卜岡2)+0(川祈 + 加刈2)).

We apply the Cayley transformation T on (5 o £ o V)(Q), (Q = 
GnB(0;r)) defined by

为)=(扩,§」...，§虹).

\1 — Vi 1 — 1 — Vi /
Then the reference point becomes (To5o£oy)(g(i))=(卷衬...,0), 
and the defining function becomes

S。치。C-L。。‘厂T)(〈)

=' (fw + W으%7 + … + IgTIp) + 地也시 + ”이 ・))•

For z € Q, we have that

I"。S。3) ⑵ ||2 = K힇 2 + h흪 I

=|* + *|2+也||昭|2
\t 一 如2
4 匕 (Re 第 + II 이 |2)

= 丄+ ----------------
t2 — 2i(Reni) + |勺严

where u = £q V(z) and u1 = (0, u2)..., wn).
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Let 决2 = Vi U ^2 where 峪=dG A B(0; r) and V2 = dB(O; r) n G.
For z € Vi, we have that

|||(To5oroy)(2)||2-i| =

<

4i(Re Ui + ||a'||2)
t2 一 2i(Re wi) + h시2
4t(이勺 |2 + 이*I • II씨I + 이I쎄3)

<
⑶

t2 + |z시 2
4t 이*|3/2

i2 + I tiip 
=3・("/泸

< 4CVt—

< cVt.

1 + (I 如")2 
33/4

Here, for convenience we use the same symbol C to stand for different 
constants. For e 14, we have that

⑷顷。기 = 疽(紀*쓰f 證”， 
where S is the minimum of i如 By (3) and (4), we have that 

|||(^o5o£oV)(^)||2 - 1| < cVi, zedQ,

for some constant C. It implies that for some positive constant C, r 
and €, 아

B(0, 71 - CVt^ C (To5o£oy)(Q) g B(0- J] + C\/i), 

where 0 < t < e Since dG is compact, we can choose the constants 
C, r and e uniformly for every p E dG □

5. Proof of the main theorem

Let p be a C2 defining fu효ctioxi of G with = 1 for z G dG.
Using a rotation and a unitary transformation, we may assume that 
p = 0 (0 — (0, .., 0) the origin), Vp(0) = (1,0,.. , 0).
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Choose the positive constants (7, r and e so that (2) is satisfied fo호 
every boundary point Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 implies that

⑸ HG(g(t),q(t)) ~ KQ(g(/),g(t), ds%(q(t、);&£) ~ ds*(q(t);&£),

and

RG(q(Z); & 2 Bn(Q(t)；O-

We note that

1
Kb®)(W = e(i 一窩3商戸，

峋 MN)=丈("*二쁜普严侃
_7,fc=l

and

4
Rb(o,i)(z; & = _諱亍

The Radtal Stream Case. Let q(t) be the radial stream in the proof of 
Proposition 4. Consider the map — To5o£oVin Proposition 4.

First we consider the Bergman kernel function. Since is a biholo- 
morphism on Q, we have that

⑹ KQ(q(t),g(t)) = K車(n)(W(g(t)),更(捆))• | det 无旅)(屮)|勺

By (2), we have that

⑺ %0；\/3石치*g어)，更°(圳)- K^(q)㈣q(t)), 更(g(t)))

v、(o,\/匚不)(更 W))Z(g(t))).
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Note that
(8)
、(o，v毎面(脚圳，更W)))

=Kb 孝W))' m!瓦孝°'圳)■(5土就)
_ n\ 1 ( 1 y

=孔*食r广', 0k丿
77」 

z —
7Tn

where b — 否으矗(。). Similarly, we have that

(9)
7，！ 

殊(0,\/匚3/)(庄0('))，庄0(圳)~ 荼

By (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9), we have

KG(g(t),g(t)) ~
n+1

■ det (歸(由).

We now consider the Bergman metric. Since is a biholomorphic 
on Q, we have that

(10) ds*(q(t);&£) = dsW©) (史 (q(t)), 州 涧 応), 小피 用) (&),

By (2) and Proposition 1, we have that

⑴) d成(Q)(史(g(t)); d更|g(t)(Q, d更|m)(g))

~d曲(史(g(t));仞扇(f),伽|m)(&),

From Proposition 4, we know that 

(12) d略㈣g(t));d虬(施),阿面),

〜(n + 1)
(11 &v血)11、\ 2 屁 G,洲)(&,*),&,p(t))
l、2・d(g(t))丿 d(q(t))
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By (5), (10), (11), and (12), we have

奴如⑺，m) ~ (” + 叫 板mgw) +---------—_ .

For the holomorphic curvature of the Bergman, metric, by the same 
reason to the metric, we have

4
RgW)； Q 〜Hb"(更W)； (dW)(&) = --—7•-Zl ~r 1

General Stream Case. Let q(t) be an arbitrary stream approaching p 
Let p{t) be the closest boundary point to g(£). We may assume that 
t = d(q(t), dG). Let A be the unitary map such that

= 0 and >l(?(t)) = (—t, 0, .., 0).

Since we may choose the constants C,匚 £ uniformly in (2), the identity 
(1) follows m this case by the same method as above. Therefore, we 
have the desired results. This completes the proof.
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